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Abstract

Summarization systems are ultimately evalu-001
ated by human annotators and raters. Usu-002
ally, annotators and raters do not reflect the003
demographics of end users, but are recruited004
through student populations or crowdsourcing005
platforms with skewed demographics. For006
two different evaluation scenarios – evaluation007
against gold summaries and system output rat-008
ings – we show that summary evaluation is sen-009
sitive to protected attributes. This can severely010
bias system development and evaluation, lead-011
ing us to build models that cater for some012
groups rather than others.013

1 Introduction014

Summarization – the task of automatically gen-015

erating brief summaries of longer documents or016

collections of documents – has, so it seems, seen017

a lot of progress recently. Progress, of course, is018

relative to how performance is measured. Gener-019

ally, summarization systems are evaluated in two020

ways: by comparing machine-generated summaries021

to human summaries by text similarity metrics (Lin,022

2004; Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004) or by hu-023

man rater studies, in which participants are asked024

to rank system outputs. While using similarity met-025

rics is controversial (Liu and Liu, 2008; Graham,026

2015; Schluter, 2017), the standard way to evaluate027

summarization systems is a combination of both.028

Both comparison to human summaries and the029

use of human raters naturally involve human partic-030

ipants, and these participants are typically recruited031

in some way. In Liu and Liu (2008), for example,032

the human subjects are five undergraduate students033

in Computer Science. Undergraduate students in034

Computer Science are not necessarily representa-035

tive of the population at large, however, or of the036

end users of the technologies we develop. In this037

work, we ask whether such sampling bias when038

recruiting participants to evaluate summarization039

systems, is a problem? In other words, do different040

Figure 1: We take steps toward evaluating the impact
of the gender, age, and race of the humans involved in
the summarization system evaluation loop: the authors
of the summaries and the human judges or raters. We
observe significant group disparities, with lower perfor-
mance on minority groups. See §3 and Table 1 for more
details on the Rouge-1 scores in the bar chart.

demographics exhibit different preferences in rater 041

studies of summarization systems? NLP models 042

are only fair if they do not put certain demographics 043

at a disadvantage (Larson, 2017), and it is there- 044

fore crucial our benchmarks reflect preferences and 045

judgments across those demographics (Ethayarajh 046

and Jurafsky, 2020).1 047

Contributions We present the, to the best of our 048

knowledge, first in-detail evaluations of summariza- 049

tion systems across demographic groups, focusing 050

on two very different extractive summarization sys- 051

tems – TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004) and 052

MatchSum (Zhong et al., 2020). The groups are de- 053

fined by the three protected attributes: gender, age, 054

and race. While the systems are reported to perform 055

1We thereby challenge the widely held position that lay
people cannot be used for summary evaluation, because they
exhibit divergent views on summary quality (Gillick and Liu,
2010). We, in contrast, believe such variance is a product of
social differences and something we need to worry about in
NLP.
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very differently, we show that the system rankings056

induced by performance scores or user preferences057

differ across these groups of human summary au-058

thors and summary raters. We analyze what drives059

these differences and provide recommendations for060

future evaluations of summarization systems.061

2 Experiments062

We present two evaluations in this short paper: an063

automated scoring against human summaries064

(EXP. A) and a human rater study (EXP. B).065

In both experiments, we use Amazon Mechani-066

cal Turk to recruit annotators from different demo-067

graphic groups, and the first paragraphs of biogra-068

phies from English Wikipedia as our input data,069

using the Wikidata API for extraction.2 We create070

a dataset of biographies of women and men, ob-071

tain human summaries, and generate summaries072

of these biographies using two out-of-the-box ex-073

tractive summarization systems. In EXP. A, we074

compare the system summaries directly to the hu-075

man summaries (from different groups); in EXP. B,076

we let human raters compare and rate the two sys-077

tem summaries. To ensure differences between078

the two summarization systems, we use the 2004079

graph-based TextRank (Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004)080

and the 2020 state-of-the-art, BERT-based Match-081

Sum (Zhong et al., 2020).3 We follow the Match-082

Sum guidelines described in (Zhong et al., 2020)083

and limit the length of the input biographies to a084

maximum 5 sentences and force the output sum-085

maries to be between 2-3 sentences long. Our final086

dataset consists of the original 975 biographies087

(700 men and 275 women), along with two au-088

tomatic summaries, as well as human 3 sentence089

summaries, and is made freely available.6090

Our evaluations rely on annotations and ratings091

from Amazon Mechanical Turk. For quality con-092

trol, we rely on a control question, as well as ana-093

2https://query.wikidata.org/
3We use the implementation of TextRank by Barrios et al.

(2016)4 and the original MatchSum implementation.5 Match-
Sum obtains state-of-the-art performance across a range of
benchmarks by learning to produce summaries whose docu-
ment encoding is similar to that of the input document. Tex-
tRank is a much simpler extractive algorithm; it adopts PageR-
ank to compute node centrality recursively based on a Markov
chain model. While MatchSum obtains a Rouge-1 score of
.44 on CNN/Daily Mail, TextRank obtains a Rouge-1 score
of .33 (Zheng and Lapata, 2019). We use both systems with
recommended parameters, as was done in Zheng and Lap-
ata (2019). Note that TextRank, in contrast to MatchSum,
is unsupervised. Our Rouge-1 scores below for Wikipedia
biographies are generally comparable.

6URLanonymized.

Gender Race Rouge-1 Rouge-L

♀ 0.407 0.326
♂ 0.417 0.326

♀
, 0.418 0.338
- 0.371 0.291

♂
, 0.436 0.347
- 0.347 0.254

Table 1: Automated scoring of MatchSum (Zhong
et al., 2020) across self-reported protected attributes:
gender, with values ♀, ♂, and other (not reported),
race, binarized here as white (,) and non-white (-).
Performance is clearly better for white men. We
also considered age (binarized as ±30): Here we see
slightly better performance for older participants across
both genders.

lyzing annotation time: If a task is completed faster 094

than one standard deviation of the average time 095

spent, these answers are discarded. We collected 096

one manual summary and two system rankings per 097

biography, resulting in 3,135 annotations. 098

Human summaries In EXP. A, participants 099

were asked to enter the three most important sen- 100

tences in the document and in three blank text 101

fields; for quality control, we check that these sen- 102

tences occur in the input document. We collect a 103

total of 1,185 summaries, 53% of which are writ- 104

ten by women (0.5% identified neither as male or 105

female). 74% of summaries are written by partici- 106

pants older than 30. 76% identified as white; 11% 107

as Blacks; 5% as American Indians; 4% as Asians, 108

and 4% as Hispanics.7 For the automated scoring 109

to be as robust as possible, we binarize race as 110

white and non-white. 111

Rater study In EXP. B, we present participants 112

with two 2-3 sentence machine summaries and ask 113

them to a) pick their preferred summary and b) 114

rank the two summaries on 4-point forced Likert 115

scales, for fluency, informativeness and usefulness. 116

40.2% of our raters identified as female. 37.5% 117

were below 30 years of age. 70.8% of ratings 118

identified as white, the rest as American Indians 119

(2.3%), Asians (3.5%), Blacks (19.1%), Hispanics 120

(2.0%), or as others (2.2%). 121

122

7Our race taxonomy was standard, based on
https://www.census.gov/prod/2001pubs/
cenbr01-1.pdf but all annotators identified as either
American Indian, Asian, black, Hispanic, or white.
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Gender Age TextRank MatchSum N/A

♀ ≥30 0.379 0.565 0.056
<30 0.481 0.454 0.065

♂ ≥30 0.397 0.511 0.092
<30 0.396 0.531 0.073

Table 2: System ratings across participant gender and
age. We highlight the outlier: Younger women signifi-
cantly preferred TextRank over MatchSum (p < 0.01).

Age Race TextRank MatchSum N/A

<30

ASIAN 34.1 39.0 26.8
BLACK 49.0 43.1 7.8
HISPANIC 40.7 59.3 0.0
WHITE 43.6 53.5 2.9

≥30 AMER. IND. 40.0 51.3 8.7
WHITE 43.6 53.5 2.9

Table 3: System ratings across participant race and
age. We highlight the outlier: Young blacks signifi-
cantly preferred TextRank over MatchSum (p < 0.01).

We ask all participants to voluntarily submit their123

race and gender information, and require that they124

be US-based. We asked the participants in the rater125

study to also include age information.126

Results In Table 1, we present the results of127

EXP. A: Rouge-1 and Rouge-L results are signifi-128

cantly better for white men than for all other groups.129

MatchSum summaries also align better with those130

written by white women compared to those written131

by non-white women. Generally, MatchSum aligns132

better with men than with women.133

EXP. 2 includes three demographic variables134

(gender, age, and race). Table 2 presents ratings135

across gender and age. Most participants prefer the136

reportedly superior system (with a Rouge-1 advan-137

tage of 0.11 on a standard benchmark; see §2), but138

younger women significantly preferred TextRank139

over MatchSum (p < 0.01). Table 3 presents the140

ratings across age and race. Here, we again find a141

single outlier group: Younger blacks significantly142

prefer TextRank over MatchSum (p < 0.01). Our143

results imply that our standard evaluation method-144

ologies do not align with the subjective evaluations145

of younger women and younger blacks.146

We try to explain these two observations in §5.147

We checked for significant group rating differ-148

ences using bootstrap tests (Efron and Tibshirani,149

1994; Dror et al., 2018). Across 1000 rounds, with150

Bonferroni correction, we find significant (p <151

0.05) differences in preferences for these groups:152

Informative Useful Fluent
Age T M T M T M

ALL
≥30 0.94 0.96 0.94 0.96 0.9 0.95
<30 0.77 0.81 0.72 0.79 0.81 0.83

ME
≥30 0.88 0.92 0.86 0.91 0.84 0.89
<30 0.86 0.9 0.82 0.89 0.85 0.91

WO
≥30 0.89 0.91 0.88 0.92 0.88 0.91
<30 0.83 0.84 0.8 0.83 0.86 0.83

Table 4: Rater study results with respect to age, on
all biographies, as well as on biographies of men (ME)
and women (WO) only.

Informative Useful Fluent
Race T M T M T M

AMER. INDIAN 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.7 1.2 1.0
ASIAN 0.7 1.0 0.8 0.9 1.0 0.8
BLACK 0.7 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.9 0.8
HISPANIC 1.4 0.9 1.5 1.2 0.9 1.0
WHITE 0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.9 0.8

Table 5: Rater study results on ALL for race

≥30, AMERICAN INDIAN, WHITE ♂, AMERICAN 153

INDIAN ♀, ≥30 ♂, ASIAN< 30, ASIAN< 30♂, 154

WHITE≥30♂, and AMERICAN INDIAN ≥ 30♀. 155

All these subdemographics exhibit significantly dif- 156

ferent ranking behavior from their peers. So, for 157

example, our results show a significant difference 158

between young and old raters. 159

We also bin our results by gender of the sub- 160

jects of the biographies. There are 1409 prefer- 161

ences and ratings of men’s biographies (MEN), and 162

585 of biographies of women (WOMEN). This of 163

course means we see fewer significant differences 164

in ratings of female biographies. For MEN, we 165

find significant differences across a wide range of 166

groups, and with stronger effects for some demo- 167

graphics, suggesting that the gender of the subject 168

of the biography does impact ratings differently 169

across subdemographics. We find significant re- 170

sults for WOMEN only for the subdemographic 171

WHITE (p = 0.004). This results is interesting, 172

though, since it shows that on female biographies, 173

white and non-white annotators prefer different sys- 174

tems. 175

Finally, we also asked our annotators to rank the 176

two systems based on fluency, informativeness and 177

usefulness. We used a 4-point forced Likert scale. 178

One observation is that even across fine-grained 179

dimensions, younger annotators rate summaries 180

lower; see Table 4. Interestingly, however, this dif- 181

ference is only observed with female biographies 182

(rows 3–6). See Table 5 for the results on ALL 183
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across race. While ratings are generally low, we184

see clear differences, with Hispanics finding Tex-185

tRank significantly more informative and useful,186

and American Indians finding TextRank signifi-187

cantly more fluent. Interestingly, Hispanics exhibit188

significant differences across WOMEN and MEN,189

finding TextRank summaries of female biographies190

significantly more informative and useful than Tex-191

tRank summaries of male biographies.192

3 Analysis193

In order to analyze the differences between the rat-194

ing behavior of subdemographics, we learn which195

features are significant for each demographic by196

training a simple logistic regression text classified197

trained on the summaries ranked by each of the198

subdemographics with significantly different rank-199

ing behavior. As task representation, we represent200

each ranking instance as a vector of 2*149 features,201

one 149-sized subspace for each summary. Each202

subspace is made up of a one-hot vector of 145203

frequent words (from the English stop words list in204

NLTK8), as well as four task specific features: the205

summary’s average word length, whether the first206

sentence of the biography is included in the sum-207

mary, the type/token ratio, and the text complexity208

of the summaries. We concatenate the 149 features209

from each system and scale them. We extract the210

top 20 most salient features for each demographic211

group and analyze them manually:212

The average word length of the MatchSum213

system correlates positively to annotators prefer-214

ring MatchSum across several demographics, e.g.,215

OVER 30 and MALE WHITE, but this effect is absent216

with female annotators. Since the inductive bias of217

TextRank does not explicitly prohibit redundancy218

(Mihalcea and Tarau, 2004), this finding indicates219

that MatchSum is preferred among older men, es-220

pecially whites, when it is informative, introduces221

main entities, etc. However, other subdemograph-222

ics seem less sensitive to this variation. MatchSum223

is not generally rated more informative and useful224

across demographics (Table 5). In other subde-225

mographics, e.g., AMERICAN INDIAN, MatchSum226

summaries with pronouns are rated higher, indi-227

cating it is better than TextRank at extracting sen-228

tences with pronouns without breaking coreference229

chains. Referential clarity, e.g., dangling pronouns,230

is a known source of error in summarization (Pitler231

et al., 2010; Durrett et al., 2016). TextRank sum-232

8nltk.org

maries are often preferred by AMERICAN INDIAN 233

and ASIAN, when they include negation. This is 234

unsurprising, since negated sentences can often be 235

very informative, and may seem more sophisticated 236

in the context of machine-generated summaries. 237

Negation is also a known source of error (Fiszman 238

et al., 2006). In our data, however, this effect varies 239

across subdemographics. 240

Our main observation is that female and black 241

participants under 30 prefer TextRank over Match- 242

Sum. What drives this? The main predictors in our 243

logistic regression analysis are a) TextRank extract- 244

ing the first sentence of the biography (twice as 245

frequently than MatchSum, in more than half of its 246

summaries); and b) TextRank sentences containing 247

negation. The former suggests a need for anchor- 248

ing or framing of the summary, as initial sentences 249

tend to provide this; the latter could suggest that 250

young female or black participants are less prone to 251

the common bias of evaluating negated sentences 252

as less important (Kaup et al., 2013). 253

4 Conclusion 254

Our paper is, as far as we know, the first to evaluate 255

summarization systems across different subdemo- 256

graphics. What did we learn from it? Most impor- 257

tantly, of course, we learned that the preferences of 258

subdemographics differ. It is also noteworthy that 259

a summarization system from 2004 is rated better 260

than a state-of-the-art system from 2020 by some 261

subdemographics (female participants under 30 and 262

black participants under 30). This was found to 263

relate to the occurrence of first sentences (provid- 264

ing anchoring or framing of summaries) and nega- 265

tion (often evaluated as less important by majority 266

groups). For now, we can only speculate what a 267

summarization system optimized to perform well 268

across all subdemographics would look like, e.g., 269

a system minimizing the worst-case loss across 270

subdemographics rather than the average loss. Our 271

results show very clearly, however, the current state 272

of the art in summarization is biased toward some 273

demographics, i.e., thereby fundamentally unfair. 274

Ethics Statement 275

We present two evaluations of summarization sys- 276

tems in which we bin participants by gender, age, 277

and race. All demographic information was self- 278

reported, and we payed annotators equally who 279

chose not to report this information. Our work 280

highlights the importance of recruiting balanced 281
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pools of participants in evaluations of summariza-282

tion systems, an issue that has previously been283

ignored.284
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